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A (relatively) complete guide to Photographic work flow
In order to understand photographic work flow we need to look at the various stages from picking up a camera to
inspecting the finished image.
As well as understanding how to set-up and get the best from your camera you will also need to embrace the
technology required to work with digital images. This means understanding the structure of digital photographs,
profiles and colour spaces. In a digital work flow a considerable amount of work is carried out post capture. Editing and
manipulating of images is carried out on a personal computer. A digital darkroom is a very specific kind of computer
which has different requirements to a general purpose computer. To understand this aspect of the process you need to
understand about computers, operating systems and software.
The first stage is to choose the camera you are going to use.
This may be influenced by the intended end use of the images you are capturing,
your personal preference or simply the equipment you have available.
You have a basic choice between film and digital capture.
Film sales have fallen by over 99% since 1999 which was the year when they reached there highest
sales figures. It is estimated (no one knows for sure) that 10 times as many images are now captured
compared to 1999 so that means that today approximately 99.9% of images are digital and 0.1% shot
on film. There are good reasons for this.
Digital imaging has many advantages including:
Quality of image, which is generally higher than that from the equivalent film captured option.
Cost of capture, once you have bought your digital camera your day to day costs are reduced to the expense of the
prints you require. You do not pay for film, processing, chemistry, test prints.
If you have a digital darkroom you can do all the work yourself and if you have a photo quality printer you can print it
yourself.
Suitability for purpose, working professionally all clients will require a digital image. To obtain a print most print
systems and labs will now only print from file not negative. A digitally captured image is in the right format for easy
conversion for web use.
Flexibility, digital cameras are not limited to capture at a single ISO like film and can be used under a wider range of
lighting sources.
Photography has evolved over the past 20 years and continues to advance. With film based photography once the
skills had been acquired it was a process of refinement. With digital photography, new equipment and software require
you to learn new skills and keep pace with developments in order to take advantage of the opportunities created.

There is a lot to learn, this is a guide.

Work flow for film based capture.
You will need a camera, at least one lens (maybe more
depending on the photography you are intending to
undertake) and a supply of film.
As film is a single speed medium (ISO) you will need to
decide what film speed you will need or buy a range of films.
You will need to decide if you want to work on colour or
monochrome and buy the appropriate film stock. If you wish
to shoot both you will probable require two cameras.
Once the pictures are taken the film will need to be developed. It is still reasonably easy to find somewhere to process
colour negative film but much harder to find anywhere to process transparency and black and white film stock.
As it is difficult to assess the images as negatives you may prefer to have the film developed and have a contact sheet
or a set of prints made. Standard lab printing will average out your prints giving a reasonable result but rarely the best
quality possible. This means that images need to be hand printed to achieve their full potential.
Black and white film is easy to process and a black and white darkroom has relatively simple requirements and can be
set up without great expense.
Processing and printing your own colour images is harder and to do this on any scale you will need more specialist
equipment, most of which is no longer in production.
Darkroom printing is usually a process of trial and error, where a number of test strips and then a number of test prints
will need to be made to before you can achieve the final print. This is time consuming, expensive and wasteful in terms
of materials.
As an alternative, negatives can be scanned to create a digital file, but this would seem to be a waste of time and
money because to create a digital image in this way you still have to start by buying film and working with the
restrictions that imposes, pay for processing and either pay for or spend time digitising the image. Having done this you
will usually end up with a digital file that is technically not as good as a digitally captured image. Today probably the
only sensible reason for working on film and then scanning it is if you start by shooting on sheet film ( 5”x4” or 10”x8”)
with the intention of creating very large prints.
It is getting harder to find places that will print from negative so a film based work flow will require access to those
diminishing facilities.

All of this explains why more than 99.9% of photographic practice is digital not analogue.

Work flow based on digital image capture.
The Camera
This section is based on using a D.S.L.R.
As almost all images captured digitally are colour the need to choose between
colour and monochrome does not exist, images can be converted to black and
white in 'post production'. As cameras have flexible ISO settings again there is no
need to pre-plan this. Therefore only one camera is required and it can operate in
in a much wider range of conditions that any film camera could.
You will need at least one lens, maybe more depending on the photography you
are shooting and your preferred methods of working.
The potential quality and size of your captured images will depend on the
physical size of the chip and on the pixel count of the camera used. The larger
the size of the image capture area, generally the higher the quality will be. The
higher the pixel count, the larger the captured image will be in terms of file size
and potential print size.
As with any photographic capture the quality of the lens is an important factor.
A camera with a 6 mega pixel chip will give you images that are approximately
10”x 6.7” and which can be scaled to print to 15”x10” at an equivalent quality to
one captured on 35mm film, plus all the advantages of flexibility that digital
capture brings.
A camera with a pixel count of 12 mega pixels or higher will approximately equate
to medium format film offering print sizes about double those from a 6 mega pixel
camera.
Depending on the print output method these sizes could be doubled again.
Shooting with a digital camera.
Most cameras will offer two file types during capture, RAW and .jpg.
To take full advantage of the process and to achieve best quality your images should be
shot as RAW files.
Whatever camera you use, you need to fully understand how it works.
This means exploring and then customising the settings of your digital S.L.R. to your way
of working. Most cameras will have options on how and where they meter the subject, and
most will have options on how and where they focus the image (assuming you are using
auto focus). You will need to try a number of these options and find out what works for you.
You will need to look at the options available for white light balance. You will need to
investigate how your camera works at different ISO settings and which you feel are usable
and which for you are unacceptable.
The easiest way to find out all of this is to take lots of pictures in different lighting conditions
and using different settings and then look closely at the results.
In terms of your personal work flow you will also need to decide on the colour space that
you prefer to work in, or be aware of the options and change them when required.
Most cameras will offer Srgb and Argb workspaces.
Argb - Adobe rgb has a wider spectrum of colours that it can see and work in, so it you
want to get the most out of the image in terms of colours and colour saturation, then you
should use this workspace.
Srgb Standard rgb works in a slightly more limited colour range ( personally I find this a
more natural range), importantly it is the profile or working space used by most monitors
and most printers, so if you work in Srgb your images are more compatible and prints
from any device are more likely to look like your image on screen.

The Digital darkroom
In digital photography the traditional darkroom has been replace by a computer based workstation often referred to as
a 'digital darkroom'.
The facility can be divided into three parts - Hardware, Operating System and Software.
Hardware: Think of your computer as a workshop – it is where you go to work on your images.
Your computer needs:
A processor(s) capable of working at what you consider a reasonable speed.
Enough free hard disk storage for current work.
Sufficient memory to enable the work required to take place within physical memory.
A monitor that is capable of being calibrated to match standard print output.
It is useful to have a built in card reader as downloading images is the first stage in the process.
You will not get better images from one make of computer compared to any other.
Operating System: Think of the O.S. as the workbench – it is where you lay out your tools.
Personal preference is the main consideration. The operating system plays no part in the quality of finished images.
The choice of O.S. will determine the amount of memory you need and affect the your options when choosing software.
Software: Think of the software as the tools you use to carry out the tasks.
For a complete digital darkroom you will need a minimum of 2 pieces of software most photographers will use more.
A program or programs to to view, select and quickly adjust (batch) multiple images.
A program to carry out more complex manipulation of individual images.
Hardware In Detail:
Think of your computer as a workshop – it is where you go to work on your images.
Central Processing Unit (CPU) :
The CPU is the 'brain' of the computer.
The Central Processing Unit (CPU) or the processor is the portion of a computer system that
carries out the instructions of a computer program. There are two makes of computer
processors used in digital imaging Personal Computers. About 80% of computers run Intel chips and the remaining
20% on AMD, it does not matter which manufacturer you choose.
The faster the processor the quicker it will carry out the tasks you send it. Generally the faster the processor the more
you pay. In practical terms a dual core processor should be enough to comfortably run a digital darkroom computer, if
you want to spend more and have a slightly faster processor go for a quad core.
Disk space:
Disks come in different sizes - the larger the disk the more you can store. Always back-up work on a second disk. The
size of the disk needs to be large enough to hold the operating system ( between 500mb and 16gb depending on the
system ), the programmes you install and the files you create.
Digital image files saved as tiff.
10"x8" image approx 20mb, 16"x12" image approx 50mb
Saving 20 16"x12" images will use 1gb of disk space.
While you can run a computer on a 40gb disk, 80gb will give more room to store files.
Most new computers will come with 500+ gb

Memory:
In computer terms, memory is short term and anything stored in RAM is lost when the power is turned off. It is used to
hold information while a programme or file is open. In digital imaging the image when opened it is held in ram. In order
for your computer to work quickly and efficiently you need to have enough ram to hold your operating system the
programmes you are using and the files you are working on. This will vary depending on each of the above. You only
need as much as you are going to use. 2gb will be enough on some operating systems, while others will need a
minimum of 3-4gb. To use more than 3gb of ram you need a 64bit Operating System.
4gb of ram would be a common basis for a digital darkroom but some operating systems use 2gb leaving you only a
further 2gb for working on your pictures. If you intend to work on very large images or have a number of images open at
the same time you might need more than 4gb.

Monitors:
There are two main types of TFT monitor
TN panels
Most flat panel monitors are TN (Twisted Nematic) technology.
These are popular due to their low cost.
TN panels have relatively poor viewing angles although they improved by using 'TN+film' technology, where a layer of
special film is added.
Vertical viewing angles are especially bad. Looking at even a modern TN panel from above or below can result in
colour shifts. Some cheaper TN panels use 18-bit colour and deliver less accurate colours making them not ideal for
applications such as photo editing.
Advantages: Cheap, most can be adjusted reasonably well
Disadvantage: Poor viewing angles – often uneven tonal display.
IPS panels
The more expensive panels are currently based on IPS (In-plane switching) technology.
They can achieve very wide viewing angles and excellent colour rendition.
More recent S-IPS (Super IPS) panels achieve similar quality but at a reduced cost.
For critical colour-based work, IPS panels offer the best quality and most accurate colour reproduction.
They are viewable from almost any angle.

A 19” TN screen will
cost from about £60 +
19” IPS screen will cost
from about £100 +
'Top end' IPS monitors
can cost as much as
£1000
You pay your money and make your choice – but avoid any
monitor with a glossy reflective screen as you will see
as much of your own reflection as you will the image,
and they are virtually impossible to calibrate for print
output. This rules out Apple monitors and iMacs.
Operating System:
Think of the O.S. as the workbench – it is where you lay out your tools.
Personal preference is the main consideration. The operating system plays no part in the quality of finished
images and is in many ways the least important part of the equation but often the most contentious.
PCs originated with the IBM PC and although until recently IBM still produced PCs most are clones using the
architecture originating from IBM but made by other companies. All computers include Apple Macs use basically the
same range of hardware components. Therefore technically you should be able to run all of the main three operating
systems on any make of computer. Legally however this is not the case.
Nearly 85% of the worlds computers run on the Microsoft Windows operating system.
Apple computers have a market share of about 5% most run MacOS
About 7% of the worlds PCs run Linux. 496 out of the 500 most powerful computers in the world run on Linux.
Adobe sells nearly 4 times as much software to run on Windows compared to Mac OS which means that about 80% of
photoshop users do so on Windows PCs.
The choice of O.S. will determine the amount of memory you need and affect the your options when choosing software.

Software:
Think of the software as the tools you use use to carry out the tasks.
For a complete digital darkroom you will need a minimum of 2 pieces of software most photographers will
use more.
A program or programs to to view, select and quickly adjust (multiple) images:
In addition to an image manipulation programme it is important to have an easy way to view, choose and edit images.
Ideally as well as jpg and tif files, these programmes will also show raw files as thumbnails. Proprietary - camera
software will show files from one type of camera but where images are obtained from different cameras 'third party'
software is a better option. There are many Open Source pieces of Software available for Linux and to a slightly lesser
extent Windows. Mac users have less choice.
Software includes:
Xnview, Xnconvert, Nikon NX, Canon Photo Pro, Gthumb, RawTherepee, Darktable IrfanView, iPhoto, Lightroom.
Not all software is available to run on all operating systems.
A program to carry out more complex manipulation of individual images.
Opening and converting raw files: Not all photo-manipulation software will do this.
Cropping: One of the most common tasks in digital imaging is to crop an image to change the shape or proportions, or
to remove unwanted parts on the edges of the frame.
Resizing: Images are measured in physical size and resolution. For most uses an image will need to be a specific size.
Pictures can be re-sized and their resolution altered for these purposes.
Colour Changes: There are occasions when the colour of an image might need to be changed, either to correct a
problem, or to deliberately alter the original. Brightness and contrast can also be adjusted.
Graphic Effects: These programmes can be used to alter images and turn them in to graphics.
Graphic design: Most photo-manipulation programmes can also be used to create graphic design.
They are a good choice for creating posters and leaflets based on images.
Software includes:
Photoshop, Photoshop Elements. Paintshop Pro, Gimp, Affinity Photo, Krita.
Not all software is available for all operating systems
To open raw files in Photoshop you need a version of Photoshop that has been produced no less than a year earlier
than your camera was launched.
Open source software can be freely updated as new cameras are released.
The quality of your images is not affected by the make of computer, the OS or software that you use, it is
determined by your skill as a photographer and your competence in the digital darkroom.
Setting up your Digital Darkroom
There is no one best make of computer , no definitively best operating system and no software that is clearly better
than all others. Your choice my be decided by economic considerations or by ethical principles.
What ever your reasons and your chosen solution you will need to set up that system to work for you.
Your monitor needs to be calibrated to show you an image as it really is and the way it will print.
You need to set the workspace colour profile in you imaging software.
You may need to install additional profiles for your camera and or the printers you intend to print to.
Some programmes will let you use alternative profiles when opening your raw files, allowing you to create your own
style of image.

Opening your images
Whilst almost any PC will have a means of viewing .jpg images, to open and work of RAW camera files you
need specialist software. When you buy a camera it will come with software to open raw files from that
camera ( but usually not others). Most photographers do not use the camera software preferring to use
'third party' software that will open files from a range of cameras.
Abobe and most other proprietary software will only open files that they fully understand, and so if your
camera is newer than your version of Photoshop or if it is a camera not supported by Adobe, then it will not
open files from them. Most open source software does not restrict you in this way.
There are two ways of dealing with raw files.
You can use a programme like Lightroom or RawTherapee to view and work on multiple files and batch
correct and export them, or you can open them individually in Photoshop, Gimp or other programmes.
These programmes have a raw interface which is used prior to opening the image in the main programme.
The option you chose will depend on the number of images that you shoot and the time-scale you have to
work on them. If you have 500 raw images to get printed in a short space of time then you are likely to opt
for a batch process work flow. If you have 5 images and want to get the best from them you are better off
opening and working on them individually.
Photographic images are made up of a combination of red, green and blue colours in the same way that a
computer monitor or tv picture is composed. There are different profiles or workspaces, typically Argb or
Srgb these determine the limits of the colours contained.
4 bit colour
The bit depth of an image is the number of variations within that range.

8 bit 256 shades of red, 256 shades of green, and 256 shades of blue.
8 bit colour
Equals roughly 16.8 million colours.
16 bit 65,536 shades of red, 65,536 shades of green, and 65,536 shades of blue. Equals 281 trillion possible colours!
An 8-bit image can only contain a maximum of 256 shades of gray, while a 16-bit image can contain up to 65,536
shades of grey.
Editing in programmes like Photoshop and Gimp is a destructive process so it technically makes sense to work in a
high bit depth, typically 16 bit for as long as possible. This means that you are starting with more colours and subtlety
so you will end up with more. For saving as .jpg files the bit depth will need to be reduced to 8 bit. Tif files can be saved
as 16 bit files.
When working from raw files you will be opening the files in one file format (raw) and saving or exporting them in
another ( typically, .tif, .jpg, .xcf, or .psd). The option you choose for saving will depend on the intended use.
Psd, xcf and other programme specific formats are good for 'work in progress' files. Use the programmes own format if
you intend saving it and working on it again at a later date. They are also the best solution for files containing layers.
In most cases these file types are of no use if you intend to print them or share them in any way. Commercial print
systems will generally only print from .jpg or .tif files.
Jpeg (.jpg) files compress and remove data from the file and degrade the quality of your image, so should only be used
if they need to be. These uses include RA4 type printers, the internet for web sites and as a way of reducing the size for
e-mail transfers. Saving an file as a .jpg file reduces quality, when saving it once this loss of quality might not be too
obvious and the compromise is usually acceptable. Saving it, re-opening it and saving it again as a .jpg will further
degrade it.
Tiff (.tif) files are larger when saved, of no use for the web and not accepted by some print systems, but do not
compress the file and no loss of quality occurs when opening and saving numerous times. They are generally the
preferred format for sending to wide format printers.
It is common practice to have a number of versions of what was originally a single raw file. The raw file as shot remains
intact, you might then save a .psd or .xcf file as work in progress. If the file is intended for wide format printing then you
will save a .tif file and if printing to Frontier or similar RA4 printer you will need a .jpg version.
Files will need to be correctly sized for the different printers. This will usually be at the actual print size at 300ppi (dpi).

Photographic lab printing
Resize the image to the print size @ 300dpi. e.g. 15”x10” @ 300dpi.
For lab printing save as best quality .jpg (not progressive jpg) embedded Srgb profile.
Files should be rgb NOT grey scale and 8 bit depth NOT 16 bit.
Make sure you size to a printable paper size.
For large format printers, printing through a RIP
You can use Argb colour space or Srgb colour space
You can resize to a minimum of half size (quarter area) @ 300dpi.
e.g. for print size 24”x16” - size to 12”x8” @ 300dpi.
But do not reduce the size unless it is already bigger than the print size you need.
For wide format printing save as .tif embedded Argb or Srgb profile
Both the size and resolution are important, files should be flattened before saving for print.
Exif (Exiv) data
Digital cameras will embed exif information into an image file.
This is technically known as meta data which means data about data or information about the file.
This information can include details of the camera used, the lens, the colour profile, the lighting or
white balance, if a flash was used and in some cases gps information showing where the image
was taken.
This information is used by the software when opening an image. Some programmes will use it to
'correct' issues which may be caused by lens distortion or other 'short comings' of the camera or
sensor. Many compact cameras actually create an image which is very distorted and the exif
information is needed to correct this.
Some software programmes will add to this meta data or amend it when you save the image.
Adjusting the image
There are many reasons to adjust an image and many ways to do this.
You are basically altering three things:
The brightness - the balance of light to dark.
The contrast – range of tones.
And the colour.
These can be carried out in a number of ways in most programmes.
Brightness can be adjusted in Brightness and Contrast, Levels and Curves
Contrast can be adjusted in Brightness and Contrast, Levels and Curves
Colour can be adjusted in Brightness and Contrast, Levels, Curves, Hue and Saturation,
Colour Balance, Desaturate, Posterise, Colour Tint, Colourise or with Warming and Cooling Filters.
Black and white film simulation will also remove all colour and change brightness and contrast.
Threshold converts the image to pure black and white with no greys.
To adjust part of an image, that area can be selected and
worked on or a better option is to select the area, copy and
paste it as a new layer and adjust that layer before 'bleeding
the edges and flattening the image
Layers have modes and you can explore the way that layers
in an image interact.
There is no short cut to learning these skills.
You need to spend time playing with the software and trying
different techniques.
Avoid simply using auto levels or curves as they will rarely
give you the best results.

Other photo-manipulation
Common manipulation tasks
Perspective control
Sometimes images will need to have the perspective corrected, this is an 'easy fix' in Photoshop or Gimp.

Removing unwanted items by cloning one part of the image over another or adding something from different image.

Adding text or turning the picture from a photograph into a graphic image.

Using black and white film simulation or emulating other photographic processes

My Work flow
The Cameras
I have worked digitally since 2001, I bought the first of my 2 Canon 10D dslrs in
2003 . I have since added a Canon 30D and a Canon 40D.
They all have APS-C chips. I have battery grips on all the bodies.
In the Canon range they sit below the top of the range models but allow me to do
everything I need do. They are stills only, as I do not shoot video.
I have a range of lenses, mostly 'prime' lenses. 20mm, 28mm, 50mm macro, 85mm and 135mm.
I also have two zoom lenses for less critical work or for when I just wish to go out with one camera and one lens.
These are a 28mm-80mm and a 28mm-105mm.
When I buy a new camera the first thing I do is set it up for the way I prefer to work.
This means setting the metering area to centre weighted, the focussing point to centre and the file capture to RAW.
I set my colour space to Srgb.
Sharpening, saturation and other picture styles are set to default.
After this these settings are rarely ever changed.
Before a photographic shoot I will set the white balance to the conditions I am working in and the ISO to the lowest I
think I can use in the lighting I will be working with.
I will decide on which lenses I need and if it is a professional shoot I will take two camera bodies.
I make sure that the batteries are fully charged and that I have freshly formatted compact flash cards in the cameras
and I also carry spare batteries and cards.
The computers
I build my own computers ( I have a ridiculously large number of them ) and they are
basically all clones in terms of the operating system and software. I use one computer to
create a complete system with all the software programmes I need and then make an image
from that computer which I can then install on any other. It will also run from a dvd or usb
memory stick. By carrying around a bootable usb stick set up with my choice of operating
system and programmes, I can boot any computer and use it as my own.
My operating system (Ulinux) is a customised version of Xubuntu Linux, which is based on Ubuntu, which is derived
from Debian Linux. It is set up the way I like it so it is easy and a pleasure to use. The image contains over 20
programmes for viewing, editing and manipulating images, also for creating colour profiles. It has software for video
and sound editing as well as web site creation and ftp. The more basic programs for web surfing and text editing are
also installed. Many of the graphics software packages are set up with the workspace profile set and additional
profiles installed. I have created custom profiles for use when opening raw camera files and I have installed codecs for
video file playback.
I can do all this and do it legally because I am using Open Source Software.
To do this on a Windows or MacOS based system would be both difficult and illegal.
My main digital darkroom computer has been rebuilt many times and most of what was originally inside the box has
been replaced or upgraded over the years. I don't use large hard disks (work is stored in other ways) so I just need
space on by computer for the operating system the software and my current work. It has a quad core AMD processor
and runs on 8gb of ram which is enough for a system based on Linux which itself only uses about 300mb of ram.
Attached to the computer is a 20” MVA screen. This technology has now been superseded by IPS screens as they
are cheaper to manufacture. It is probably about 95+% as accurate as a £1000 Eizo monitor so I know my images will
print pretty much the way I see them. The screen cost me £30 on Ebay and if I had to completely replace the computer
that would probably cost a further £50. The software is free.
The average cost of my many computers is around £40 each. All are complete 'digital darkrooms' and fully capable of
working with photographic images, video, sound and can be used to create and edit web sites.

The Software
I use the Gnu Image Manipulation Program (Gimp) for the serious work, this will allow me to do all the things that others
do in Photoshop without the restrictions that proprietary software imposes. Gthumb (Pix) is an image viewer also used
to rename files. RawTherapee and Xnconvert are used to batch convert multiple files. I have recently started using the
development version of Gimp which is probably due for release later this year. With the stable version of Gimp I used
Ufraw as a raw interface to load raw files, but this does not currently work on the development version so this is
replaced by RawTherapee, images are then exported into Gimp.
The computer based work flow
In terms of colour workspace I prefer to work entirely in Srgb.
Having carried out a shoot I create a folder on the computer and inside that, other
folders labelled raw, jpg, xcf and tif. Additional folders are created as required.
All the files from one shoot or project are stored within that project folder in sub
folders.
I have a card reader on the computer so the card or cards from the cameras are put
into the card reader and the images copied into the raw folder.
I will then have a good look at them usually in Gthumb and delete any obvious rubbish.
I will then go back through them and select the ones that I want to work on. If I need to convert large numbers of
images quickly I will do this in RawTherapee, exporting them to the appropriate folder as .tif or .jpgs as required. If I
have time and want to get the best from the images again they are initially opened in RawTherapee but this time they
are worked on one at a time and exported into Gimp. Working in RawTherapee on the raw files the main tasks are to
correct exposure and white balance, and ensure that highlights are not lost. I have a number of additional profiles that I
can use for images from the different cameras or when working on images for other photographers. In Gimp I can then
carry out any other work on them before saving them as .xcf files if I think I might want to work on them further or as .tif
or.jpgs depending on the intended use.
Generally all files are resized to the intended print size at 300ppi (dpi)
I use Xnconvert to batch resize images either for printing, web use, or when
creating multiple files to use as frames in a video slideshow. This program can
be used to resize images, canvas size, add borders or watermarks. It will also
convert formats e.g. from .tif to .jpg.

I have made a number of overlays that I can place on images to add borders.

Work in progress is stored on my main hard drive, when finished it is backed up to a second hard drive or dvd.
Files can then be removed from the main hard drive to create space for new work.
If you have a range of the right tools almost anything is possible and relatively easy.
Not having the right tools limits your possibilities and makes life harder.
Learning how to properly use them is a vital part of the process.

Links
The Gnu Image Manipulation Program:

http://www.gimp.org/

Raw Therapee:

http://www.rawtherapee.com/

Xnconvert:

http://www.xnview.com/en/xnconvert/

Ulinux:

http://www.theuniversody.co.uk/ulinux.htm

Xubuntu:

http://www.xubuntu.org/

Linux - Wikipedia:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux

Open Souce - Wikipedia:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source_software

